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anarchist bulletin

AN ESTIMATED 25 million people have
been effected by food supply crises in
sub-Sahara this year.

The disastrous effects of global
warming are already being felt
worldwise- widespread, death, homeless-
ness and destruction caused by rising sea
levels, increasing �freak weather�
typhoons, storms and tornadoes causing
floods and landslides and substantial
droughts and desertification.

Global warming is caused by
human made carbon dioxide which
builds up in the earth�s atmosphere
causing a dangerous acceleration of
climate change and extremes of weather.
The main causes are petrol-based road
and air traffic, fossil-fuelled manufactur-
ing and industrial agriculture (together
85 %) andfossil-fuelled electricity pro-
duction.

Corporations and governments are
the twin vampires who are responsible
for the mess we�re in- 122 private and
state corporations  such as Shell, Exxon,
BP etc., are responsible for 80% of the
world�s carbon dioxide emissions.

False SolutionsFalse SolutionsFalse SolutionsFalse SolutionsFalse Solutions
Even the US government officially

admits that climate change is a bigger
threat to humanity than terrorism; the
only people refuting this are professional
deniers funded by the big oil companies.
Yet politicians and their business sponsors
admit that making any real change is
�politically unrealistic� .

This makes them keen on �technical

fixes� that don�t tackle the causes.
Nuclear power is a favourite, sold with
the lie that it doesn�t produce carbon
dioxide. It�s very dangerous, producing
deadly waste with no safe storage
solution, is vulnerable to terrorism and
fuels the production of nuclear weapons.
It is also so costly that it needs massive
government subsidies and relies heavily
on dwindling supplies of uranium. The
industry has a long and infamous record
of �accidents�, near disasters
(Windscale, Three Mile Island,
Chernobyl) and health risks.

Emissions (literally pollution)
trading and burying CO2 under the
seabed are similarly ostrich-like. Neither
tackles the production of CO2. Green
taxes are likely to target �consumers� e.g
car drivers, rather than the big suppliers
like oil companies and there is no
guarantee that the revenue will be spent
on alternatives.

Cars, lorries and planes are a

massive cause of CO2 but the road and
traffic lobby is hugely powerful, ensuring
that alternatives are not developed.

The government�s response to
increased demand for transport is to
build more roads that immediately
become congested �an upward spiral-
and to expand existing airports and build
new ones. Meanwhile privatized buses
and trains are run on the basis of profit
rather than need making public transport
often a more expensive and unstable
option, forcing people to rely on cars.
Schemes such as the congestion charge
are about ensuring that traffic keeps
flowing, rather than creating transport
for human need. The idea of a green car
however fuelled is as practical as a
chocolate frying pan.

PPPPPeople powereople powereople powereople powereople power
Since companies and governments

cannot make the necessary changes-
and don�t even try, it is up to us. As
individuals we should do what we can-
minimize car and air travel, insulate our
homes, minimize waste, maximize
recycling. Ultimately however, we can only
halt and indeed reverse global warming
by challenging the systewm that has
brought the planet to the brink of disaster.
We need to organise against the
government�s plans to resurrect the
Frankenstein monster of nuclear power,
defeat plans for yet more roads and new
or bigger airports. We should oppose
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Christopher Lee shows a novel approach
to dealing with the authorities



agribusiness with its use of unnecessary and
dangerous chemical production., of GM crops
and factory farming.

We can only do this by getting together
with our neighbours and workmates, organizing
and acting collectively, without politicians and
leaders, and taking direct action. The Rossport
Solidarity camp in western Ireland, which has
halted Shell�s construction of an oil refinery and
pipeline is an inspiring current example.
Organising in this way maximizes our power
and avoids us being sold out as leaders always
end up in bed with the powerful.

We want renewable energy- solar, wind,
tidal and hydro-electric, geothermal, etc,
different resources deployed as appropriate to
the locality. It should be small scale,, generat-
ing electicity for local needs rather than the
waste and centralization of the National Grid.,
and genuinely community controlled. Human
scale planning and free public transport would
minimize the use of cars. We need to go further
to question the whole twisted logic of capitalist
growth that has chained us to work and
consumption, producing increased quantities of
goods while the quality of our lives deteriorates.

IT�S OUR WORLDIT�S OUR WORLDIT�S OUR WORLDIT�S OUR WORLDIT�S OUR WORLD, LET�S T, LET�S T, LET�S T, LET�S T, LET�S TAKE ITAKE ITAKE ITAKE ITAKE IT
BACK!BACK!BACK!BACK!BACK!

For more info on Rossport Solidarity
Campaign visit: http://struggle.ws/rsc/

The Anarchist FederationAnarchist FederationAnarchist FederationAnarchist FederationAnarchist Federation is an
organisation of class struggleclass struggleclass struggleclass struggleclass struggle
anarchists aiming to abolish capi-
talism and all oppression to create
a free and equal society. This is
Anarchist CommunismAnarchist CommunismAnarchist CommunismAnarchist CommunismAnarchist Communism.

We see today�s society as being
divided into two main opposing
classes: the ruling class  ruling class  ruling class  ruling class  ruling class which
controls all the power and wealth,
and the working class working class working class working class working class which the
rulers exploit to maintain this. By
racism, sexism and other forms of
oppression, as well as war and en-
vironmental destruction the rulers
weaken and divide us. Only the
direct action direct action direct action direct action direct action of working class
people can defeat these attacks and
ultimately overthrow capitalism.

As the capitalist system rules the
whole world, its destruction must be
complete and world wide. We reject
attempts to reform it, such as working
through parliament and national
liberation movements, as they fail
to challenge capitalism itself. Unions
also work as a part of the capitalist
system, so although workers
struggle within them they will be un-
able to bring about capitalism�s de-
struction unless they go beyond these
limits.

Organisation Organisation Organisation Organisation Organisation is vital if we�re
to beat the bosses, so we work for
a united anarchist movement and
are affiliated to the International
of Anarchist Federations.

The Anarchist Federation has
members across Britain and Ireland
fighting for the kind of world out-
lined above.

If you�re interesting in joining con-
tact us at:

Anarchist Federation,
BM ANARFED,
London,  WC1N 3XX.
Email: info@afed.org.uk
Also visit: www.afed.org.uk
and www.iaf-ifa.org

Subscriptions to resistance resistance resistance resistance resistance costs
£4 from the address above for 12
issues. A two issue subscription to
our magazine, Organise! forOrganise! forOrganise! forOrganise! forOrganise! for
revolut ionary anarchism, revolut ionary anarchism, revolut ionary anarchism, revolut ionary anarchism, revolut ionary anarchism, is
also £4.

You can subscribe to
resistance resistance resistance resistance resistance by email for free via
the website above.
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Defending AnonymityDefending AnonymityDefending AnonymityDefending AnonymityDefending Anonymity

The AF's free pamphlet, Defending
Anonymity, looks at what the new
ID Card Act will mean in practice
and analyses the real reasons why
the State wants to track us all with
identity databases and related
technologies. It suggests ways to
fight whilst explaining why some
arguments against ID are worse
than counterproductive.

The revised second edition of
Defending Anonymity is available
online at www.afed.org.uk, and in
print from our usual address
(please send Stamped Addressed
Envelope).
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Organise! magazineOrganise! magazineOrganise! magazineOrganise! magazineOrganise! magazine

In the latest issue of Organise!
we feature articles on the 20th
anniversary of the Anarchist
Federation: Organise!, the
second decade, Anarchist
Federation open letter and a
tribute to the politics of the AF.

Also published are articles on the
50th anniversary of the Hungar-
ian revolution, the 80th anniver-
sary of the general strike in
Britain and an interview with a
Belarusian anarchist.

Organise! can be purchased from
the AF website - www.afed.org.uk
- and also by post for £1.50.

Ecology and ClassEcology and ClassEcology and ClassEcology and ClassEcology and Class

This major second edition looks
at the ecological crisis facing us
today, what is being done about
it and sets out in detail our views
on what an ecologically
sustainable world would be like.

Available on our website and for
£2 by post.


